Abstract Extended logic programming augments conventional logic programming with both default and explicit negation. Several semantics for extended logic programs have been proposed that extend the well-founded semantics for logic programs with default negation (called normal programs). We show that two of these extended semantics are intractable; both Dung's grounded argumentation semantics and the well-founded semantics of Alferes et al. are NP-hard. Nevertheless, we also show that these two semantics have a common core, a more restricted form of the grounded semantics, which is tractable and can be computed iteratively in quadratic time. Moreover, this semantics is a representative of a rich class of tractable semantics based on a notion of iterative belief revision.
Introduction
The semantics of logic programs with two kinds of negation, default negation and explicit negation, has been studied extensively in the recent literature (e.g. 1, 4, 9, 12, 16, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27] ). Logic programs with default 1 To appear in Theoretical Computer Science, Dec., 1996. Some results have been reported in a preliminary version of this paper 32].
and explicit negation are called extended logic programs. The added expressive power of extended logic programming has been exploited in a variety of domains, such as reasoning with actions 17, 27], diagnosis and program debugging 28], argumentation and political debate 4, 9] , and reason maintenance 30] .
In a ground logic program with negation, a semantics maps a program to a set of assumptions of the form not where is a ground atom. There are two fundamentally di erent approaches to de ning semantics of logic programs with negation: skeptical and credulous. A skeptical semantics denes a unique extension of the least model semantics for conventional logic programs, while a credulous semantics de nes many possible maximal extensions. The skeptical approach captures the intuitive notion of cautious reasoning; the set of assumptions is usually constructed by an iterative, monotonic process 5] . 2 This property, called \iterative constructibility" in the literature, is important because it means that programs can produce output incrementally; once an assumption is established, it is never retracted.
Some of the skeptical semantics proposed for extended programs are extensions of the well-founded semantics for normal programs 15] (see, for example, 1, 9, 24, 27, 30, 31] ). The goal in general is to de ne a constructive, yet consistent semantics for extended programs. The semantics of normal programs is a well-understood subject. In particular, the wellfounded semantics is contained in any reasonable semantics. Moreover, it can be tractably computed by an iterative, monotonic process. As a result, the well-founded semantics serves as a cautious, tractable core for other semantics of normal programs.
In contrast, the semantics of extended programs is still an active area of research. First, when explicit negation is involved, the concepts and techniques used in formulating semantics for normal programs become inadequate, since the resulting semantics may be inconsistent. An inconsistent semantics is hardly acceptable as a way to characterize the semantics of a program, since the notion of logical consequences in this case becomes trivial. 3 Secondly, logic programming with two kinds of negation is a non- 2 The ideal skeptical semantics of Alferes et al. is a hybrid semantics that does not t either of these models; it is unique but it is not constructed by a monotonic, iterative process. We discuss this semantics in detail in Section 5. monotonic formalism whose application area largely lies in those problems where available information is often incomplete. In these problems, new information may cause contradiction. As a simple example, consider the fact, that, normally, we expect lights to come on when we turn on the switch. This can be expressed by the following clause:
lights on switch on; not abnormal
But what if we turn on the switch and nd there is no light? Clearly, a logic program that represents all this information should not be treated as inconsistent.
The problem of resolving contradiction has been the main focus of the various semantics for extended programs. With regard to this goal, we believe one should be prepared to answer the following questions:
Are the various semantics tractable and, if not, why? Do these semantics accommodate incremental computation of answers (iterative constructibility)?
Is there a cautious core semantics for extended programs, analogous to the well-founded semantics for normal programs, that is tractable and accommodates incremental computation?
The tractability question is important because it determines whether there exists a feasible implementation for ground programs. Moreover, the tractability of a semantics for ground programs is a good indicator of the inherent complexity properties for non-ground programs.
Some of these questions have been investigated in 30, 31] , where the authors show that the contradiction removal semantics 25] for extended logic programs is NP-hard 30, 31] . They also propose an alternative semantics based on global revision that is tractable. A global revision semantics consists of two distinct phases. First, it constructs the well-founded model for an extended program by treating explicitly negated atoms as distinct propositions. Second, it revises the well-founded model to eliminate contradictions. In a global revision semantics, no knowledge is available until a program is consequences; e.g. the paraconsistent approach 3].
revised as a whole. Hence, it does not support incremental computation. Moreover, there is no clear relationship between this global revision semantics and other prominent semantics for extended logic programs, namely, Dung's grounded argumentation semantics and the well-founded semantics of Alferes et al. In this paper we propose a new tractable semantics for extended logic programs that accommodates incremental computation and forms a common core for Dung's grounded argumentation semantics and Alferes et al.'s well-founded semantics. Our semantics is based on the concept of iterative belief revision where a reasoning agent incrementally establishes his beliefs by following an iterative process that builds on previous knowledge. The iterative process terminates when no new beliefs are generated. Once a belief is established, it can never be retracted. This type of belief revision has not been explicitly investigated in the literature. The only previous semantics that appears to be compatible with the notion of iterative belief revision is the grounded semantics proposed by Dung 9] . For this reason, our study of iterative belief revision begins with Dung's semantics.
Dung de nes the meaning of a ground program as the least xpoint of an acceptability operator A : F A i (;). To recast this semantics in the framework of iterative belief revision, we show that the acceptability operator A is the composition R N of two functions where N generates assumptions and R revises them to maintain consistency. The new assumptions generated by the acceptability operator A = R N at each step of the iteration process used to compute F A i (;) are guaranteed to appear in the least xpoint and hence can be output immediately. The decomposition of A into R N is important because the two functions can be computed independently and results are combined.
Unfortunately, we show that it is NP-hard to compute Dung's grounded semantics. Similarly, we show that a di erent semantics, the well-founded semantics for extended programs proposed by Alferes et al. 1] , is also NPhard. The sources of the intractability in these two semantics are di erent: one is due to the restriction to sound arguments, and the other is due to retracting as few assumptions as possible, commonly known as the minimal change property. These insights lead us to discover a new grounded semantics, called the common grounded semantics, that is tractable and iteratively constructible. This semantics entails both Dung's and Alferes et al.'s in the sense that the assumption set constructed by it is a subset of those by the other two semantics. This property has two important implications. First, since there is no universally agreed semantics for logic programs with default as well as explicit negation, it is important to understand how some of the previously proposed semantics are related. The revelation of the relationship between Dung's semantics and the one by Alferes et al. is a major step towards this goal. This result is particularly interesting since it hinges upon the important property of tractability: Despite the fact that they are in general incompatible, they have an important, relatively substantial common subset. Second, the common grounded semantics provides an e cient mechanism to compute an upper-bound approximation to both of them.
We subsequently generalize the common grounded semantics to produce a framework for de ning a rich class of grounded semantics based on iterative belief revision. Each of the semantics in this class uses a di erent choice for the functions R and N to generate assumptions and to perform belief revision. We give su cient conditions for such a semantics to be \well-de ned", tractable, and sound (in the sense that a non-contradictory program is always guaranteed a consistent semantics). We present two applications of this framework. First, we construct a more informative grounded semantics than the common grounded semantics by employing a less restrictive belief revision function. Second, we construct a tractable semantics for extended programs with assumption-deriving clauses (the clauses whose head is an assumption not ). A clause of this form speci es that an assumption holds under the condition speci ed in the body of the clause. Since the so-called coherence principle 23] can be speci ed by such clauses, the new semantics provides a tractable, coherent argumentation semantics for extended programs with integrity constraints.
The results presented here should be of potential interest to the nonmonotonic reasoning community as well, as Dung's argumentation framework is not restricted to logic programs only, but serves as a general formalism for nonmonotonic reasoning 11].
The next section presents the basic de nitions for extended programs. Section 3 reformulates Dung's semantics in terms of belief revision and show that the grounded semantics is intractable. Section 4 introduces the com-mon grounded semantics and shows it can be computed in quadratic time. In Section 5 we further show that the semantics proposed by Alferes et al. is also intractable, and the common grounded semantics is again an upperbound approximation to it. Section 6 describes the general framework of iterative belief revision with applications. Additional related work is discussed in Section 7 with nal remarks given in Section 8. A program P is said to be non-contradictory i P 6`d ?.
In the sequel, if not speci ed otherwise, P denotes a xed but arbitrary extended program. Dung's notion of argumentation framework consists of a program P, a set AS not (H L ) of assumptions of interest, and two attack relations. We will mention P only and specify attack relations separately.
The default AS is not (H L ), but very often we are interested only in the set of the assumptions that appear in the bodies of the clauses in P, denoted not (P), since these are the assumptions that may be used to carry out additional derivations. In particular, this is the convention we adopt when we use examples for the illustration purposes.
The Grounded Argumentation Semantics
An argument is a set of assumptions. The argumentation semantics of Dung 9, 10] is based on the intuitive notions of attacks on arguments, and acceptability of arguments.
De nition 3.1 An argument A is said to be sound, w.r.t. to a program P, i there exists no non-contradictory subset P 0 of P such that P 0 A`d ?. Note that an argument being sound is independent of whether P is contradictory or not. This treatment is more general than that of Dung's, since the notion of soundness is not trivialized in case of contradictory programs. Consider, for example, P = fa ; a ; b not c; b not dg: The arguments fnot cg and fnotdg are both sound, though the argument fnot c; not dg is unsound.
The following proposition immediately follows from this de nition of soundness.
Proposition 3.1 Given a program P, (i) the empty argument is always sound; and (ii) if an argument A is sound, then any B A is also sound. 2
The central question is when an argument is considered acceptable. This is based on two kinds of attack relations between arguments.
De nition 3.2 Let P be a program and A and B be sound arguments.
A is said to be RAA-attacked Note that the xpoint theory is applicable to non-ground programs (i.e., programs with variables). This means that the semantics can be de ned easily for these programs without the need of instantiating them. However, we also know from the xpoint theory that only when the function D P is continuous, the least xpoint can be computed iteratively from the smallest element in the domain. It is known that this is the case for nite propositional programs, or when the assumption set AS of interest is nite. In the sequel, if not said otherwise we assume AS is nite.
Grounded semantics as iterative revision
In this section we provide a reformulation of Dung's grounded semantics in terms of iterative belief revision.
First, considering the acceptability of arguments instead of individual assumptions is disastrous computationally, since the number of arguments is exponential to the number of assumptions. Here we show that the acceptability of an argument coincides with the acceptability of all the individual assumptions in it. This result is essential in relating argumentation-based semantics with non-argumentation-based semantics. Thus we only need to show (a) A is sound, and (b) for any sound argument B that RAA-attacks A, a sound subset S 0 S g-attacks B.
To prove (a), for the sake of contradiction, let us assume that A is not sound, i.e., there exists a non-contradictory subprogram P 0 such that P 0 A`d ?. Since fnot g is sound, there exists a minimal A 0 A such that P 0 A 0 6`d ? but P 0 A 0 fnot g`d ?. Since fnot g is acceptable, there exists not 2 A 0 , and hence not 2 A, such that there is a sound S 0 S such that P S 0`d . This implies that fnot g is not acceptable, contradicting the hypothesis that every assumption in A is acceptable.
To prove (b) we consider an arbitrary sound argument B such that P A B`d ?. Let Due to this theorem we are able to reformulate the notion of acceptability.
De nition 3.4 An assumption not is acceptable w.r.t. an assumption set S i for any sound argument B that attacks fnot g, B is g-attacked by a sound subset of S. 2
Note that if fnot g is acceptable, then fnot g must be sound, and hence the condition of fnot g being sound is dropped.
Due to Theorem 3.2, the function D P can be rede ned as: D P (S) = fnot j not is acceptable w.r.t. Sg:
Further, as we will see, there is a special interest in splitting this function into two parts.
De nition 3.5 De ne the following functions over sets S of assumptions (where B is a sound argument and S 0 is a sound subset of S): DN P (S) = fnot j 8B; B g-attacks fnot g ) 9S 0 ; S 0 g-attacks Bg DR P (S) = fnot j 8B; B RAA-attacks fnot g ) 9S 0 ; S 0 g-attacks Bg 2
The following fact is easy to verify.
Lemma 3.1 D P (S) = DR P (S) \ DN P (S). 2
Hence to compute D P (S) one can compute DN P (S) and DR P (S) independently and then take the intersection. The function D P can be seen as a composite function in the following way. Consider the de nition below: C P (N; S) = fnot j not 2 N and not 2 DR P (S)g:
With this de nition, it is easy to check that the following equation holds: D P (S) = C P (DN P (S); S):
The function C P can be de ned equivalently by a unary function DR P;S (called a Curried function). We then can de ne D P as: D P = DR P;S DN P Based on this equation, we can interpret the notion of acceptability as belief revision: DN P generates assumptions which are then revised by the operator DR P;S . This di ers from almost all the previous approaches to belief revision, either in the context of propositional theories (e.g. 13]), or in the context of extended logic programming and RMS (e.g. 7, 25, 30] ), where a revision operation is performed after the entire theory is determined contradictory. For a knowledge system with a large collection of data, possibly with frequent update requests, this is a formidable task. In contrast, revision in terms of the operator DR P;S DN P is performed on the y. We will have more to say about this later in the paper. Or, equivalently by S 0 = ; S 1 = DR P;S 0 DN P (S 0 ) = DR P;S 0 (fnot d; notcg) = fnot dg S 2 = DR P;S 1 DN P (S 1 ) = DR P;S 1 (fnot d; notcg) = fnot d; notcg S 3 = DR P;S 2 DN P (S 2 ) = S 2 2 
The grounded semantics is intractable
Unfortunately, computing the grounded semantics is NP-hard, since it is NPcomplete to determine whether an atom is derivable from a sound argument. Theorem 3.3 Give a program P and an atom , it is NP-complete to determine if there is a sound argument B such that P B`d .
Proof: First, it is straightforward to check that the problem is in NP. A nondeterministic Turing machine can simply guess an argument B, and then deterministically verify in polynomial time whether can be derived from P B.
Next, we show the problem is NP-hard by a polynomial time manyone reduction from the well-known 3-SAT problem to it. Let (U; C) be an instance of 3-SAT where U is a set of variables (propositional symbols) and C a set of clauses, each of which contains three literals. Assume there are n clauses in (U; C), where n 1. The goal is to nd an assignment of variables in U such that all the clauses in C are satis ed. Such an assignment is called a model. For this purpose, we construct a program P from (U; C) as follows: Therefore, there exists a sound argument B such that P B`d i (U; C) is satis able. 2 
A Tractable Grounded Semantics
We have shown that requiring an argument to be sound in attacks and counterattacks renders the semantics intractable. Then, a natural question is whether there exists a restricted form of grounded semantics, which is efcient to compute, and can be considered as an upper-bound approximation to the grounded semantics.
In this section, we show that such a semantics can be obtained by dropping the soundness requirement on arguments. We revise the notions of attack and acceptability and de ne a variant of the grounded semantics, called the common grounded semantics (CGS). More important, we show that the common grounded semantics is computationally attractive since it can be computed in quadratic time.
The common grounded semantics
We rst rede ne the RAA-attack relation so that attacks can be captured locally. At the same time, the domain of attacks is expanded to include unsound arguments as well. In the following de nition, we focus on attacks on individual assumptions.
De nition 4.1 Let P be a program and B an argument. An argument fnot g is said to be RAA-attacked by B i there exist subsets P 0 P and B 0 B, such that P 0 fnot g B 0 is a minimal set satisfying P 0 fnot g B 0`d ?. 2 The minimality requirement ensures that each assumption in fnot g B 0 and each clause in P 0 is necessarily involved in a derivation of ?. For example, with P = fa not p; b not c; b not dg; fnot pg is not RAA-attacked by B = fnot c; notdg, since for no P 0 P, P 0 fnot pg B is a minimal set satisfying P 0 fnotpg B`d ?. In fact, the only such minimal set is P 00 B where P 00 = fb not c; b not dg.
The de nition of g-attack is the same as before except that when we say A g-attacks B, we no longer insist that A and B be sound.
De nition 4.2 Let P be a program and S an assumption set. De ne A P (S) = N P (S) \ R P (S) where (with B being an arbitrary argument) N P (S) = fnot j for any B; B g-attacks fnot g ) S g-attacks Bg R P (S) = fnot j for any B; B RAA-attacks fnot g ) S g-attacks Bg 2
The following claim is easy to verify. As shown in the following proposition, the assumption set constructed by CGS is a subset of the one by Dung's grounded semantics. In this example, one may argue that, since Dung's attack relation is dened over sound arguments, it does not distinguish unsound arguments from \unsound" program clauses. When in doubt on whether there is something wrong with the argument or with the program fragment, the reasoner speci ed by CGS becomes conservative by allowing more attacking arguments and hence accepts less assumptions. This example illustrates that CGS may miss reasonable assumptions since it does not single out those unsound arguments that can help derive an atom, which is contradictory to what can be derived without using any assumptions. Indeed, the reason that the assumption not a above is reasonable (and in fact desirable) is because a is derivable using clauses involving no assumptions. This is in fact a special case of coherence 23] , which can be enforced by clauses such as not . This will be treated in Subsection 6.2 where we will show that these assumptions can be preserved without causing the semantics to be intractable.
The main interest in CGS lies in the fact that when unsound arguments are allowed to attack, the computation becomes regular and hence much simpler. This is to be shown in the rest of this section.
Computing the common grounded semantics
4.2.1 Computing N P We de ne a function F P over sets S of assumptions as: F P (S) = fnot j P S 6`d g:
Denote the function composition F P F P by F 2 P . 4 Theorem 4.2 F 2 P (S) = N P (S). Proof: (i) F 2 P (S) N P (S). Assume not 2 F 2 P (S). This means P F P (S) 6`d . Let B be any argument such that P B`d . Clearly, B 6 = ;. Then, by the de nition of F P , we know B ? F P (S) fnot j P S`d g. We claim B ? F P (S) 6 = ;. As otherwise B F P (S), and from P B`d we get P F P (S)`d , resulting in a contradiction. Therefore, there exists at least one not 2 B, P S`d . By the de nition of N P , we know not 2 N P (S).
(ii) N P (S) F 2 P (S).
Assume not 2 N P (S). This means, if P B`d for any argument B, we have P S`d , for some not 2 B. If for any argument B, P B 6`d , then clearly P F P (S) 6`d , and thus not 2 F 2 P (S). Now let B be any argument such that P B`d and consider each B 0 B such that B 0 is a minimal set satisfying P B 0`d . Since not 2 N P (S), we have P S`d , for some not 2 B 0 . Hence not 6 2 F P (S). It follows P F P (S) 6`d . Hence, by de nition, not 2 F 2 P (S). 2 Let n 1 be the number of atom occurrences in P and n 2 be the size of AS not (H L ). Let n = n 1 + n 2 denote the input size. It is easy to see that computing F P (S) is bounded by O(n), as each clause needs to be used at most once and computing set complement is bounded by O(n). The idea is to compute the set of the assumptions that cannot be accepted. Intuitively, each RAA-attack is the result of some derivation that leads to ?, using some clauses and the set D of assumptions in them. That is, P 0 D is minimal, where P 0 P, satisfying P 0 D`d ?. When We rst describe a program reduction that narrows the search for unacceptable assumptions to a subset of program P.
De nition 4.4 The reduced program P S , generated from program P by an assumption set S, is de ned as: P S = f ; 2 P j P S 6`d ; for each not 2 g: 2
Next we identify the set of the assumptions that are not acceptable.
De nition 4.5 Let P S be the program obtained from program P by S.
The support of w.r.t. P S , denoted S P S ( ), is de ned inductively as: S P S ( ) is the smallest set satisfying, for each clause ; 2 P S , if P S not (P S )`d , for all 2 , then S P S ( ), and inductively, S P S ( ) S P S ( ), for each 2 . 2
The following fact is easy to verify. Proposition 4.3 If S P S (?) 6 = ;, then P S S P S (?)`d ?. 2 We now show that, under RAA-attack, the set of the assumptions that are acceptable is exactly the complement of S P S (?). Denote this complement by S P S (?). Theorem 4.4 R P (S) = S P S (?). Proof: (i) We show R P (S) S P S (?). Assume not 2 R P (S). From this assumption we know that for any argument B, if P 0 fnot g B 0 , where P 0 P and B 0 B, is minimal satisfying P 0 fnot g B 0`d ?, then P S`d , for some not 2 B. Since B 0 is also such an argument RAAattacking fnot g, we have not 2 B 0 . Recall that P S is obtained from P by removing clauses whose body contains any not such that P S`d . This implies that each derivation of ? through not in P has been made impossible in P S . As a result, not cannot participate in a derivation of ? in P S . That is, not 6 2 S P S (?).
(ii) Show S P S (?) R P (S). For this purpose, we assume not 6 2 R P (S) and show not 2 S P S (?). By this assumption, there exists an argument B such that P 0 fnot g B, where P 0 P, is a minimal set satisfying P 0 fnot g B`d ?, and for any not 2 B, P S 6`d . This implies that, for each clause ' ; 2 P 0 , B, and consequently for any not 2 , P S 6`d . Then by de nition, we have P 0 S = P 0 , and hence P 0 S fnot g B is still minimal satisfying P 0 S fnot g B`d ?. This leads to fnot g B S P S (?) which implies not 2 S P S (?). 2 
Lemma 4.3 Computing R P (S) is bounded by O(n).
Proof: Due to Theorem 4.4, we only need to consider the problem of computing S P S (?). First, reducing P to P S takes linear time since each clause in P needs to be used at most once. For exactly the same reason, computing S P S (?) also takes linear time. Finally, computing the complement S P S (?) is linear. Thus, computing R P (S) is bounded by O(n). 2 Theorem 4.5 Computing the common grounded semantics is bounded by O(n 2 ).
Proof: The least xpoint of the operator A P can be computed in at most O(n) steps. It follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, and the fact that computing the intersection is linear, CGS can be computed in O(n 2 ) time. 2 
CGS as a Tractable Approximation to WFS0
An interesting aspect of CGS is that it is also a tractable approximation to other semantics. In this section, we show this for an important semantics recently introduced by Alferes et al. 1].
Alferes et al. rst introduced the ideal skeptical semantics (ISS) based on the elegant idea that the best scenario is the maximal one that admits (in the sense of set inclusion) any other admissible scenario. Then, the grounded ISS, called WFS0, is de ned by an iteratively constructed subset of ISS. These semantics are enforced by the coherence principle, which says whenever we can derive , we should assume not . For the purpose of comparison, we will not enforce coherence in this section when giving the de nitions of these semantics. As we will see (cf. Subsection 6.2), coherence can be expressed by constraint clauses such as not . In particular, the enforcement of this principle is not a cause of intractability in these semantics.
Using the terminologies developed in this paper, we de ne First note that (i) any assumption not ' 2 not (P) is trivially weakly acceptable, since ' does not appear in the head of any clause; (ii) not (P) is the least xpoint of N P ; and (iii) the ISS of P coincides with its WFS0.
Thus, its WFS0 is equivalent to the intersection of all maximal consistent subsets of not (P). In addition, since fnot dg is consistent with P, it is in at least one maximal consistent subset of not (P). Now suppose not d is in WFS0 and we show that (U; C) is unsatis able.
Suppose this is not true, i.e., (U; C) is satis able. Then it has a model, say M. Let The same reduction can in fact be used to show that any semantics that is based on the intersection of all maximal consistent subsets is intractable. Note that preserving assumptions maximally is the same as removing assumptions minimally. Thus, any skeptical semantics that is based on re-moving assumptions as few as possible is intractable. This explains the precise di erence between CGS and WFS0.
Example 5.1 Let P = f? not a; ? not a; notbg: With respect to not (P), its WFS0 is fnot bg but its CGS is the empty set.
2
From this example, we can easily see that CGS is not minimal in that it may \over revise" a generated set of assumptions by removing more assumptions than necessary. However, non-minimal revision is often useful in practice. For example, in repairing a broken system of components, it is often more cost-e ective to replace a su cient subset of the components rather than spend the extra time to nd the minimal subset{particularly if the behavior of the components is interdependent. For applications where minimal revision is desirable, tractable semantics can be used as a mechanism for e ciently generating an upper-bound approximation to the set of assumptions to be removed. It is an open question how to re ne revisions in the direction of minimality while still maintaining tractability. The more informative grounded semantics presented in Subsection 6.1 represents a rst attempt in this direction.
We now show that CGS can serve as an upper-bound approximation to WFS0. Theorem 5.3 Let P be a program, W be the set of assumptions corresponding to WFS0 and W 0 the set of assumptions corresponding to CGS. Then W 0 W.
Proof: By an induction on the sequence of constructing the least xpoint: S 0 = ;, and S i+1 = A P (S i ), for all i 1. (Recall that CGS is de ned by the least xpoint of the operator A P (S) = N P (S) \ R P (S).) The base case is trivial. For the inductive case, assume A P (S i ) ISS and show A P (S i+1 ) ISS. In this case, for each not ' in A P (S i+1 ) but not in A P (S i ), by the de nition of N P , we know not ' is weakly acceptable w.r.t. S i . By the induction hypothesis, we know S i ISS, and hence not ' is weakly acceptable w.r.t. ISS. We thus only need to show that fnot'g ISS is consistent with P. Suppose this is not true. Then we have P ISS fnot'g f? ; not j 2 H L g`d ? :
This implies that not ' is not in every maximal weakly acceptable set (known as preferred extension 8]). This contradicts to the well-known result that every assumption in the well-founded semantics is contained in every 
An Iterative Framework for Belief Revision
In this section we describe a general framework for iterative, nonmonotonic belief revision and present two applications of it. In this framework the intended semantics is determined by the least xpoint of an operator, which we call an assumption operator.
De nition 6.1 Let P be a program and S be an assumption set. An assumption operator P is a unary function over sets of assumptions, generally de ned as: P (S) = R k (S) \ ::: \ R 1 (S) \ N(S) where k 0, R i 's and N are unary functions over sets of assumptions. 6 2
The intended use of this de nition is as follows: the function N, which may be composed of other functions, generates assumptions which are then 6 Recall that the same operator can be expressed by a function composition: P (S) = Di erent operators may yield di erent semantics. A semantics of this class is guaranteed to be tractable if the underlying assumption operator can be computed tractably. More precisely, if computing the assumption operator takes O(P) time, where P is a polynomial, then computing the resulting semantics is bounded by O(n P).
As a special case, when k = 0 no revision is speci ed. This is the case for normal programs. In fact, it can be shown that if P = N P , then the least xpoint of P corresponds to the well-founded model (cf. 2, 14] ).
That an operator P is monotonic is essential to guarantee the existence of the least xpoint. However, this can be determined by each participating function being monotonic. The existence of the least xpoint of P is independent of whether a program is contradictory or not. Thus even a contradictory program is de ned semantically. However, we also want to know when a consistent semantics is guaranteed. This leads to the notion of sound revision operators.
De nition 6.2 Let P be a program. A revision operator R is said to be sound w.r.t. an assumption generation operator N i , for any assumption set S, whenever P S 6`d ? we have P (R(S) \ N(S)) 6`d ?. 2 Theorem 6.2 Let P be a non-contradictory program such that P (S) = R(S) \ N(S), where R and N are monotonic functions. Further assume R is a sound revision operator w.r.t. N. Then for the least xpoint of P , denoted fix( P ), we have P fix( P ) 6`d ?. Proof: Since P is non-contradictory, we have P 6`d ?. Using the fact that R is sound w.r.t. N, it is easy to show by induction (or trans nite induction when P is not continuous) that P fix( P ) 6`d ?. 2 The reason that the grounded semantics (CGS as well) is consistent whenever possible can be seen as a result of a sound revision operator. It is easy to verify that the revision operator DR P (cf. De nition 3.5) is sound w.r.t. DN P .
The framework proposed here can accommodate very general notions of acceptability, which may be useful for formalizing alternative attack relations, or for applications where there are multiple attack relations. 6 .1 A more informative grounded semantics Sometimes the grounded semantics appears to be too skeptical. For example, consider the following example that Dung uses to illustrate the argumentation framework. penguin(tweety)
Although the very idea of the argumentation framework suggests that Tweety does not y, since an abnormal penguin (ab p ) is more speci c than an abnormal bird (ab b ), the grounded semantics yields the empty assumption set, and thus it has no conclusion over whether Tweety can y or not. Dung shows that the credulous argumentation semantics can correctly capture the intended meaning of this program. However, it is known that even credulous semantics for normal programs are not tractable (cf. 6]). 2
It can be argued that in general RAA-attack is weaker than g-attack: any RAA-attack from B to not should be neutralized by B being g-attacked by S fnot g. This leads to the following more tolerable revision operator RS P (S) = fnot j for any B; B RAA-attacks fnot g ) S fnot g g-attacks Bg
The following claims are easy to verify. Lemma 6.1 (i) RS P is monotonic.
(ii) R P (S) RS P (S). 2
Thus the semantics de ned by the least xpoint of the operator AS P (S) = RS P (S) \ N P (S) is well-de ned. In addition, a semantics based on RS P is more informative than a semantics based on R P . The following proposition guarantees that a semantics de ned this way assigns a consistent semantics for any non-contradictory program.
Proposition 6.3 RS P is a sound revision operation, w.r.t. N P .
Proof: It su ces to show that given an assumption set S, P S 6`d ? implies P (N P (S)\RS P (S)) 6`d ?. For the sake of contradiction, assume it does not hold, i.e., P S 6`d ? and P (N P (S) \ RS P (S))`d ?. Let ::::::
where k = i , for some 0 i n. That is, a loop is formed. This implies that at least not k 6 2 N P (S), which is contradictory to the assumption that not k 2 B ? S. 2
As we have already shown that computing N P is tractable (cf. Theorem 4.2), the tractability of this new semantics can be guaranteed by showing that computing RS P is also tractable. Proposition 6.4 Given an assumption set S, the problem of computing RS P (S) is tractable.
Proof: We present a naive algorithm whose tractability and correctness are easily veri able.
Recall that we showed in Theorem 4.4 that S P S (?) is exactly the set of assumptions that are not acceptable in the grounded semantics due to RAA-attacks. Since R P (S) RS P (S), we only need to consider, for each not 2 S P S (?), whether not 2 RS P (S), i. This modi cation of the belief revision operator also solves the problem that sometimes Dung's original belief revision operator may remove an assumption unnecessarily. Consider P = fa not b; b not c; ? a; bg: According to our formulation, with S 0 = ;, the grounded semantics can be determined by rst computing N P (S 0 ) = fnotcg and R P (S 0 ) = ;, and then taking the intersection. Hence, the grounded semantics is speci ed by the empty set of assumptions. From the belief revision point of view, fnot cg does not need to be revised at all, since it does not cause any trouble. It is removed simply because the assumption not b, which is g-attacked by it, RAA-attacks it.
Extended logic programming extended
As another example of applying the general framework introduced in this paper, we consider a programming extension by allowing the head of a clause to be an assumption. That is, a clause may take the form ; where 2 not (H L ). We call a clause of this form an assumption-deriving clause.
From now on an extended program may include zero or more assumptionderiving clauses. For the obvious reason, we also assume a program P always contains the constraints f? ; not j 2 H L g.
An immediate application of this form of extended programming is to specify the so called coherence principle as given in 23], which states that whenever we believe in , not should be assumed true. This can be viewed as part of a user's program, or being \compiled" from an extended program (without assumption-deriving clauses) in order to satisfy the semantic property of coherence. In the latter case, one only needs to add to his program the set of clauses fnot
; not j 2 H L g:
In this extended logic programming framework, we consider a reasoning agent whose beliefs are obtained, in terms of assumptions, as the result of (i) default assumptions; (ii) derived assumptions; and (iii) revising these assumptions. This can be formulated by the following equation: P (S) = R P (S) \ H P N P (S) where N P (S) is a function that generates default assumptions, H P adds derived assumptions, and R P performs revision. Speci cally, we de ne 7 N P (S) = N P (S) (De nition 4.2) H P (S) = fnot j P S`d not or not 2 Sg R P (S) = Z P S (?) where Z P S (?) is an extension of the notion of support as given in De nition 4.5 to account also for derived assumptions.
De nition 6.3 Let P S be a program obtained from program P by S.
The support of w.r.t. P S , denoted Z P S ( ) where is either an atom or an assumption, is de ned inductively as:
Z P S ( ) is the smallest set satisfying, for any clause ; 2 P S , if P S not (P S )`d , for all 2 , then Z P S ( ), and inductively, Z P S ( ) Z P S ( ) for each 2 , and Z P S (not ) Z P S ( ), for each not 2 . 2 Example 6.2 Let P = fa not b; a not c; not b b ; b not dg. With S = ;, we have Z P S (?) = fnot b; notc; notdg. 2 7 Note that the derivation relation`d , and the program reduction (De nition 4.4) can be used directly for extended programs with assumption-deriving clauses.
It is easy to see that both R P and H P are monotonic. Thus the operator P is monotonic and the semantics based on its least xpoint is well-de ned.
It can be shown that the operator R P is also sound w.r.t. N P . Thus, the semantics is consistent for non-contradictory programs. In addition, it can be veri ed that computing this semantics is bounded by O(n 2 ).
Other Related Work
The semantics based on the notion of contradiction removal (e.g., CRS in 25] and CRSX in 27]) employ a method to identify some minimal sets of base assumptions. First, there are non-contradictory programs that are considered not revisable under CRSX, and thus their semantics are not de ned in it. Second, minimal revision in CRSX is de ned w.r. A number of attack relations have been studied in 4], but no skeptical semantics is studied. It would be interesting to investigate how the interactions of these attack relations may be though of as belief revision.
Final Remarks
One of the main contributions of this paper is a reformulation of Dung's grounded semantics, which yields two results: (i) the notion of acceptability has a compelling interpretation in terms of belief revision, and (ii) there is a tractable grounded semantics, called the common grounded semantics. These results lead to a general iterative framework for nonmonotonic belief revision, where a semantics is characterized by an assumption generation function and a belief revision function. We have shown some speci c examples of applying this framework to obtain other tractable semantics.
In particular, we have shown that, due to di erent reasons, the grounded semantics of Dung, as well as the well-founded semantics for extended programs proposed by Alferes et al., are intractable. However, the common grounded semantics is a common subset of both of these semantics. It thus can be considered as a tractable approximation to these semantics.
Although in this paper we have focused on skeptical semantics, we note that each acceptability operator can be used to specify a credulous semantics by considering its maximal xpoints (cf. 9]).
Our framework for iterative belief revision relies on the assumption that the function P is continuous and hence computable by nite approximations. The question remains open as how to deal with non-ground programs with an in nite domain of assumptions.
